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One of the perks of posting a (somewhat) regular blog is the ability to write freely about tiny,
idiosyncratic behaviors that are pointless to almost everyone. One of these habits nested deep
within my cerebral cortex (the part not occupied by a luminescent Maxwell House sign) is a lifelong
fascination with the British television series Doctor Who. The science fiction staple, which first aired
in 1963, is currently airing a new season of episodes on BBC America. The story follows the
adventures of traveling Time Lord, the last of an extinct race of beings. His time machine, the
TARDIS, is short circuited and remains in the form of a blue police call box. Each incarnation of the
Doctor (he’s assumed the form of 11 different men) travels with companions through various
historical periods, dimensions and space itself to fight evil and tilt the moral plane back into
balance.

I started watching the Doc with repeats of the classic episodes featuring Tom Baker and Peter
Davison during the 1980′s. For some reason, the shows always seemed interminably long. Maybe it
was because local PBS affiliates would invariably cut the show off to remind Saturday afternoon
viewers that for a generous $25 donation we could have our very own limited edition TARDIS
cookie tins (for $50 we could get sets of remastered Beatles albums on Vinyl. Makes me wish that I
had a time machine). Tom Baker as Doctor Who always seemed to have this snide, subversive
element and  to this day I still carry a little of his cool around with me. As a kid, with no car and not a
cent for a cookie tin (or anything else), I’d tire of hanging around on corners pretending to be a
hoodlum and skulk home watch Dr. Who. If I’d only watched sports like every regular kid at the
time…oh well. The Dr. always had to do battle with the world’s cheesiest villains and the BBC’s
woeful special effects budgeting. Many episodes he’d have to save the wretched human race from
the Daleks. These, like many of the alien villains on the series, were cobbled together sixties robot
monsters with the all too scary flashing light bulbs atop their bodies. In their own weird way, the
creators of who still managed to make scarier and more real special effects than anything in
George Lucas’ last three Star Wars films.

Doctor Who is said to be able to regenerate 13 times and the new series with Matt Smith as the
Doc is the 11th incarnation. The new season (31st-the show was unofficially cancelled in 1989)
features a quick-witted, sunnier, Doc and a new, dazzling companion (Karen Gillan as policewoman
Amy Pond). While the show is filmed in beautiful 1080i (It’s a guy thing. The companion is merely
dazzling, the show is beautiful) at the moment, the special effects are cheesy as always.
Sometimes, I suppose a story can suspend belief and fantastic visual effects and just give you
entertaining stories and characters built to last 47 years.

Heaven forbid you have to be home on Saturday night, but if you are, then this is a good, old school
sci-fi evening with the tellie. Of course, this is my excuse to invest in a DVR.
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